
Propensity Scoring Exercise in R 

Question 7:  The following data have been taken from nurses rounding in a facility.  The time they spent 

with patients has been recorded.  In addition, several characteristics of the patients have also been 

recorded and standardized.  Do any of the nurses have a significant impact on overall satisfaction in the 

unit?   

 

Steps to solve this problem: 

1. Regression of satisfaction on Nurse 1 & Dx 

 

First we will run ordinary logistic regression in R using the code: 

 

model=lm(Satisfaction ~ Nurse1 + MI + CHF + Diabetes +Injuries + LungCancer +Age + UnderStaff 

+ Pain , data = sat) 

summary(model) 

 

Outcome: satisfaction 

Treatment: Nurse1 

Confounders: MI, CHF, Diabetes, Injuries, Lung Cancer, Age, Understaff, pain 

 

 
Looking at the regression results we can say that nurse1, MI, CHF, Diabetes, Injuries, lung 

cancer, age, understaff, pain significantly predict satisfaction. 

 

2. Propensity of Nurse 1 participating on Dx, age (Confounding) 

 

Run ordinary logistic regression of Nurse1 on confounding using the code below: 

propensity=lm(Nurse1 ~ MI + CHF + Diabetes +Injuries + LungCancer +Age + UnderStaff + Pain , 

data = sat) 

summary(propensity) 

 



Outcome: Nurse 1 ( treatment) 

Confounders: MI, CHF, Diabetes, Injuries, Lung Cancer, Age, Understaff, pain 

 

 

 

 The regression results suggest that: 

1. MI and Injuries predict Nurse1 time spend on patients.  

2. Nurse 1 is spending less time with MI and Injured patients. 

3. MI and Injuries and are affecting Nurse 1 time.  

4. Nurse1 is affecting satisfaction. (from Step one regression) 

5. Nurse 1 is highly correlated with MI and Injuries patients 
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Run Predict command. It will predict the number of minutes nurse 1 is spends with all patients 

using the code: 

 

predicted=predict(propensity,sat) 

  

If the data is binarized we skip this step, convert the equation prob=(predicted time -Min 

)/(Max-Min) in R : 

prob=((predicted-min(predicted))/(max(predicted)-min(predicted)))  

To use logistic regression, we need to binarized the treatment Nurse1: 

#create a vector containing the original Nurse1 data  

nurse1binary=sat$Nurse1 

##we will binarize the original nurse1 

a=which(nurse1binary>mean(nurse1binary)) 

b=which (nurse1binary <=mean(nurse1binary)) 

nurse1binary[a]=1 

nurse1binary[b]=0 

nurse1binary 

 

##replace Nurse1 with the binarized 

sat$Nurse1=nurse1binary 

 

Run Logistic regression using the code below: this will give us the predicted probability   

propensity=glm(Nurse1 ~ MI + CHF + Diabetes +Injuries + LungCancer +Age + UnderStaff + Pain , 

data = sat, family=binomial) 

summary(propensity) 



 
3. Satisfaction & weighted regression using regression using propensity scores score (weight)  

 

W=(T/p) +((1-T)/1-p) 

It is the same as : 

if Treatment =1 then 1/p,  if Treatment =0 then 1/1-p 

 

The code in R: 

##Step 3 Weighting the regression using propensity score. 

weights=predicted 

sat=cbind(sat,weights) 

sat$weights=(sat$Nurse1/sat$weights) + ((1-sat$Nurse1)/(1-sat$weights)) 

fix(sat) 

 

 

Run logistic Regression with the weighted variable: 

propensity2=glm(Nurse1 ~ MI + CHF + Diabetes +Injuries + LungCancer +Age + UnderStaff + Pain 

, data = sat, family=binomial,weights=weights) 

summary(propensity2) 



 
 

If we looked at the logistic regression after the propensity score with the treatment: Nurse 1 

and covariates we can see that the effect of MI and injuries was removed. 

 

If we run the original ordinary regression we can see that the regression is significant and the 

effect of MI and injuries on Nurse 1 is removed. 

 
 



 
.By looking at the predicted 5 patients we see that patient 1 has a probability of 0.7837  

And patients 2 is 0.17866 .  if we looked at the original data for patient 1 and 2 then we can see 

that patient 2 has MI and Injuries and Patient 1 doesn’t have MI or injuries. from the result we  

expected that the nurse will spend more time with patient 1 and  not  because from the 

regression before PS ,  MI and injuries were statistically significant and predict lower probability 

of nurse time.   

 


